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Computer Science

THE USE OF A DISCRETE ELEMENT GRANULAR MATERIAL MODEL TO
INVESTIGATE JAMMING IN GLACIAL FJORDS
Chairperson: Dr. Jesse V. Johns
Continuum mechanics based approaches to modeling ice shelves have little predic
tive value when applied to heavily fractured systems like th at of Jakobshavn Isbræ. A
discrete element granular material model is used to explore the dynamics of fractured
ice shelf systems. Developing an understanding of these ice shelves is crucial as they
appear to have a dram atic impact on ice stream velocity and thus contribution to sea
level rise. Considering icebergs in a glacial fjord as a granular material allows for the
investigation of stresses at the calving front of an ice stream. It is shown th at under
the proper conditions large scale jamming of icebergs can occur in glacial fjords. The
statistical analysis of jamming events leads to a approach th at can be used to gain
insight into the processes of ice shelf formation and breakup.
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C H A PT E R 1

IN TR O D U C TIO N

Sea level rise can have significant impacts on a global scale. The large concentration
of human settlements occupying coastal regions promises serious social and economic
change due to even a relatively small amount of sea level rise. Increased sea levels
threaten to contaminate ground water, increase coastal erosion [1 2 ], and even displace
entire populations. Another possible consequence comes from the large flux of fresh
water into the North Atlantic. The disruption of the thermohaline circulation. This
cycle is thought to be responsible for balancing global thermal dynamics {i.e., trans
ferring heat from the equator to the poles). Its disruption could lead to decreased
mean annual tem peratures at high latitudes and increased equatorial temperature.
The time scale for ice sheet drainage was once thought to be millennia, but recent
studies seem to indicate th at it may instead be centuries [9j. This shift in time scale
increases the importance of understanding the dominant process as they may produce
real change in the near future.
Ice shelves, suspended by buoyant forces and fed by ice streams, are physical exten
sions of ice sheets into the water. Much work has been done in the past to understand
the dynamics governing ice shelves and as a result many well validated simulation
models exist. They have recently become the focus of scientific interest due to strong
evidence th at the abrupt removal of ice shelves results in an increased mass dispersal
[2]. Theory proposes th at ice shelves provide back stresses on the feeding ice streams.

effectively decelerating them [1 1 ].
These systems have been successfully characterized with a continuum mechanics
approach utilizing vertically integrated Stoke’s flow. However, the techniques break
down when applied to fractured ice shelves on the verge of breakup {e.g., Jakobshavn
Isbræ prior to 2003). Specifically, these models fail to characterize ice dynamics and
can differ from measured values by more than 25% [8 ]. This is most likely due to
the lack of understanding of fracture mechanics th at dominate the rheology of highly
fractured ice shelves.
Little is is known about the processes which lead to both ice shelf formation and
break up. Understanding the dynamics of fractured ice shelves has grown increasingly
im portant as it seems Jakobshavn is indicative of a course of events that could afflict
other similar system.
In the absence of the buttressing effects of an ice shelf, ice streams have been
observed to exhibit significant increases in velocity [7, 2 ]. Jakobshavn Isbræ in western
Greenland is a prime example. The glacier, which is responsible for nearly 4% of
current global sealevel rise as well as draining 6.5% of the Greenland Ice Sheet area
[7], exhibits characteristics th at make it an ideal candidate for the application of a
granular material model. Its long narrow fjord bends slightly presenting a possible
bottleneck for icebergs flowing out of the fjord. Additionaly Jakobshavn’s high rate
of calving offers plausibility to the theory th at the fjord could become densely packed
with icebergs.
In the absence of an ice shelf, increased ice stream velocity will lead to a higher rate
of calving. If calving rates are high enough, a densely packed system of icebergs will
fill the fjord. If a critical density is reached the collection of icebergs can transition
from a fluid-like state to a stiff, solid state resisting flow [1 ], buttressing the ice stream.

C H A PT E R 2

OVERVIEW

State transition from liquid-like flow to solid-like resistance is a property exhibited
by granular materials.

This thesis aims to leverage the conceptual framework of

state transitions to investigate the dynamics of unstable systems like Jakobshavn.
To consider the icebergs th a t calve off an ice stream as granular material allows for
the application of granular material theory to accomplish this goal. As such, it is
im portant to first understand jamming phenomenon as it exists in granular médias.

S y ste m s o f G ranular M ed ia
Flour, sugar, pills, powders, rocks, cement, sand, marbles, and icebergs-these are
just a few of the media th at can comprise a granular material. As a whole these
materials can be seen flowing like a liquid as sand in an hour glass. T hat same sand
when compressed to a high enough density, can support your weight on the beach.
An im portant feature of these materials is th at they lose energy when individual
grains collide [5]. This makes the system as a whole dissipative, one th at will find an
equilibrium quickly unless disturbed by external forces. Energy loss due to collisions
can encourage the m aterial to form zones of high grain density by lowering the energy
in a region and thereby attracting more particles further increasing density. This
phenomenon can lead to an organization of grains th at resists the tendency to flow-a
property known as jamming.

The physics of granular materials has baffled scientists for centuries and continues
to be a rigorous area of study. Phenomena such as the Brazil nut effect wherein
grains of varying size tend to segregate themselves by size when perturbed, and the
“dip under the heap” where the grains directly under the center of a conical pile
of sand pile tend to feel less pressure than those on the edges, still have no widely
known explanations [5]. W hat is clear is th at the behavior of granular materials is
very sensitive to the density at which they are stored. This property is most clear in
its relationship to jamming.
Jam m ing
Jamming is im portant property of granular materials. Several modeling experi
ments performed by Aharonov and Sparks [1 ] make clear the conditions that give
rise to jamming phenomenon. In these experiments system of grains are compacted
into dense configurations and then subjected to shear stress. Two interesting results
concerning jamming arise.
The first is a relationship to quantify the state of a granular system as one th at could
jam or one th at likely to not experience jamming. This is done by comparing two
quantities, a system’s coordination number and its solid fraction. The coordination
number, %, is defined as the number of grains exerting a force on a grain, averaged
over the entire system [1]. The solid fraction, i/, is simply a ratio of occupied space
to total available space {e.g., a solid fraction of

= 0.5 would indicate th at of the

space available, 50% is taken up by grains). When Z is plotted versus v a sharp
discontinuity appears at i/g, the critical solid fraction.

Relaxed systems below Uc

exhibit a coordination number very near zero, th at is, grains have enough space to
avoid contact. Above z/c, the coordination number rapidly increases until it levels off
at around 6.0. In this densely packed state, every particle is in constant contact with

particles on all sides. The value of Uc depends on the material properties of the grains,
namely the coefficient of static friction, but in general i/c ~

0 .8

can be thought of as

the transition density.
The second result shows th a t when a shear force is applied to a granular system
below the critical density the strain on the shearing boundary tends to be fleeting and
noisy. Systems at the critical density tend to shift between a stiff, solid-like, jammed
state applying a large force to the boundary for extended periods of time and a ffowing
state wherein strain rates are low. Systems packed above v = Uc maintain a jammed
state consistently applying large force to the shearing boundary. Analysis of force
magnitude over time reveals a power law behavior {-p where / is the frequency of
events) consistent with systems exhibiting of self-organized criticality [1 , 10]. Systems
in this state can experience arbitrarily high force levels over time [1 ].
Jamming events are sensitive to the shape and distribution of sizes in a granular
material. In a scenario where a granular material is modeled in two dimensions with
circular grains it is impossible to achieve the critical solid fraction if the grains are
uniform in size. Geometry simply disallows it. Granular media distributed roughly
Gaussian can however achieve the critical density and are therefore much more likely
to exhibit jamming behavior. Irregularity of shape can allow for a more dense packing
than circular grains, however circles approximate the behavior of granular materials
to a close enough degree to be useful in simulation.
Jam m ing in a G lacial Fjord
Models th at predict the behavior of granular media have existed for more than 25
years and remain a powerful and innovative technique for exploring a multitude of
dynamical systems. These discrete element models have been used to successfully
characterize jamming behavior in river ice [4]. Extension of these ideas from river

systems to glacial systems is not a stretch by any means. In each case there exists
some means of ice production, a confining geometry, and defined flow rates. These
three factors play key roles in determining ice density which controls the conditions
needed for jamming to occur.
Granular systems as they exist in rivers and fjords differ to some extent from
the general case experiments performed by Aharonov and Sparks [1 ]. In naturally
occurring systems there is no means to directly force granular media into dense con
figurations. Instead there must exist some property of the system which encourages
high density configurations. This might be a bottleneck in the geometry such as a
bend or narrowing, or a difference in flow rates across the system th at leads to packed
configurations. To explore jamming and its implications on a glacial systems there
must be a favorable combination of system processes th at leads to high density con
figuration of icebergs. These processes are readily identifiable in naturally occurring
systems and form the basis of experimentation conducted herein.

C H A PT E R 3

M ETHODS

D isc r e te E lem en t M eth o d
Granular material models are commonly implemented utilizing a discrete element
m ethod similar to those used in the study of molecular dynamics. They are discrete
in th at every particle (element) is considered independently. Each particle has a set
of attributes associated with it describing size, mass, position and velocity. Common
particle representation in these simulations vary from circles to squares to irregular
polygons. In this model circles are chosen for simplicity and to alleviate computational
complexity. Particle position is governed by velocity which in turn is determined
from both imposed force fields and collisions.

A collision occurs when a particle

comes in contact with another particle or boundary. In the event of a collision both
the direction and magnitude of the resulting force needs to be computed in order to
determine new velocities. The model presented in this paper is 2 -Dimensional allowing
particles two degrees of translational freedom and one degree of rotational freedom.
As such the force governing particle interaction is resolved into two components

a

force in a direction normal to particle contact and Fg a force in the direction tangential
to particle contact. This is depicted in Figure 3.1

Cûi

y
Cûi
Fn

X

Figure 3.1

Particle attributes and sign convention for force resolution of
particle interaction

The physical relationship used to compute force of colliding discs is well documented
elsewhere [3, 1], and is expressed:

Fy = [kn{Ri + R j - Tij) -

7

(ry • n)]n + {min[A:gAa, /u(F • n)]}s

Here Fÿ is the force experienced by the

(3.1)

particle due to its interaction with the

particle. Newton’s 2nd law then tells us th at the force experienced by the
particle is both equal and opposite to th at experienced by the

. Equation 3.1 is

composed of two terms, each will be consided separately.
The normal force, Fn, is th a t force experienced in the n direction, where n is a unit
vector pointing from the center of the

particle to the center of the

particle.

The magnitude of Fn is determined by normal spring constant kn and the amount

of overlap between particles given hy R i R j —
particles i and j respectively and

where Ri and Rj are the radii of

is the distance between particle centers. This

term is corrected by a restitution term governed by the param eter

7

and is a function

of the projection of relative velocity in the normal direction (f-y ■n).
The force experienced in the shear direction, Fg, obeys a Coulomb friction law
regulated by the param eter fi. Static friction prevents slippage as long as the condition
ksA s < p (F • n) is upheld. Here ks is the rotational spring constant and As is the
change in angular position between particle i and j since the initial contact. The term
(F • n) is equivalent to Fn. As soon as the force expressed by kgA s exceeds p (F • n)
a transition to dynamic friction occurs and slippage is allowed. The vector s is a unit
vector perpendicular to n obeying a right hand rule such th at § x n points into the
page [3].

Im p lem e n ta tio n o f a G ranular M aterial M o d el
Driven by Equation 3.1 and the Verlet integration algorithm (Appendix: A), a
prototype model was written in Matlab. The purpose of this initial version was to
gain experience and an intuition for granular systems while reproducing the phase
transition experiments of Aharanov and Sparks [1]. The scripted language offered
an ease of experimentation but did not provide the needed computational power
as the algorithm to detect collisions scales as 0{N ^).

To remedy the problem of

computing power, the integration routines were coded in C and linked to the script
via M atlab’s mex functionality. This improved speed, but left the code base complex,
and made debugging and expansion difficult. To further improve speed algorithmic
improvements were sought.
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Nccirest N eigh b ors O p tim ization
The nearest neighbors optimization improves performance by drastically reducing
the number of collision checks at most time steps. A particles neighbors are those
particles who’s centers lie within a specified distance as detailed by Figure 3.2. The
algorithm works by maintaining a list of each particle’s neighbors, then during most
time steps only a particles neighbors need to be considered when looking for collisions.
The neighbors list, however, must be updated at a specified interval which is the
0 {N ^ ) component of the algorithm. Thus, in theory, the algorithm is still dominated
by the O(A^) neighbors list update, but in practice the speedup offered is great
because a typical time step is 0 { N ). Both the distance to check for neighbors and
the frequency of neighbors list updates can be tuned based on expected behavior of
the system. High velocity systems would do well to increase the distance threshold
for neighbors and/or update its neighbors list more frequently, while slow moving
high density systems can improve performance by lowering the distance threshold
and updating the neighbors list less often.

Neighbors o f i
^ Non-Neighbors |

|

\ Search R a d iu s------

Figure 3.2

Example of neighbors list construction for a particle
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Fortran 90 M odel
In an attem pt to organize the code and further improve performance the model was
completely rew ritten in Fortran 90. Fortran was chosen for its simple, yet powerful
m atrix operations and version 90 allows for easy handling of user defined data types
which streamlined the internal structure of the code. The resulting organization of
the program is detailed in Figure 3.3.

prnftkw.mo

Granular Ice Berg Simulator

■x.y.vx,wy.ax.ay : real

■theta.w.wdot : real
• r, m : real
• Fn(:), FsC:) : real
•FnB(:>, FsB(:) :re a l

iM r«r.f»0
- paiticleU5t<;) : paitide
. œrtstarts : constants
. num_paitides : h t
+ mainO

iium «rlcs.fM
+ oompiAeForceO
+ UmeStepO
+ addPartjdeO
+ lemovePartfcM)
+ bonderlnteiBCbbnO

- i t : real
. Im : real
- I s ; real
. gamma ; real
• mu ; real

graphlcs.f90
+ drewBordert)
+ drawPartldasO
+ drawFortesO

Figure 3.3

+ WtBbeO
+ readBorderOataO
+ readParticleDataO
+ wrtePartideDataO

Class diagram for the Fortran 90 granular material model

The program was organized in such a way to encapsulate functionality. The nu
merics module contains all methods th a t affect particles in the simulation (i.e.,force
integration, particle creation, and collision detection). The graphics module is solely
responsible for the visual representation of a simulation and the file-I/O module reads
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and writes the files used to initialize data structures. The driver file contains the main
program which both controls flow and collects statistics for output. An array of par
ticle types detailed by the particle module stores all the attributes for the particles
within the simulation. Finally, the constants module provides a data structure for
storing static values needed by the various components of the program.
The speed increase from the previous version was great and allowed for simulations
involving greater numbers of particles. Partial source code for this program is released
under the GNU General Public License and can be found in Appendix B.

V isu a liz a tio n
Having a graphical display of the system was a huge help in understanding how the
media should behave and a necessity when debugging. The M atlab version had access
to all of M atlab’s extensive plotting routines, while the Fortran utilizes PGPLOT for
both representation of simulation state and d ata presentation.

G ranular Iceb erg M o d el
To explore the possibility of ice berg jamming the model was transformed from
a generic granular material simulator to a system governed by the dynamics of an
ice stream-fjord system. Mechanisms were created to handle mass delivery (iceberg
generation and placement), mass removal (icebergs exiting the fjord) and confinement
(fjord walls). In addition, work was done to scale the model to a realistic aspect in
terms of fjord width and iceberg size distribution as well as time scaling to ice stream
velocity. For this, Jakobshavn was used as a reference. The general flow of ice in the
simulation can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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. , / / Fjord Wall / / /

/

nr

Ice Stream

Iceberg

\ \ \

\ \ \ \ \ \ \

Figure 3.4

Layout and flow of icebergs in the model.

M ass D elivery
Predictive models of of glacial calving do not exist. To approach the problem the
ice stream is simply considered a conglomeration of icebergs th at have not yet calved.
T hat is, the size of each iceberg is determined from its inception in the ice stream.
This conglomeration of densely packed icebergs flows at a uniform rate consistent
with the velocity of the ice stream. When an iceberg crosses the calving front it is
flagged as such and comes under the influence of a new set of forces consistent with
conditions in the fjord. Details of the algorithm to implement this process can be
found in Appendix A.
Iceb erg and Ice Stream Flow
Ice flow in the fjord is governed by a uniform drag force based on water flow given
by

(3.2)
where

is the drag coefficient,

is the density of water, A is the surface area of
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an iceberg, V is the velocity of the ice berg and

is the prescribed water velocity

field [6 ]. For simplicity a similar drag force is applied to ice bergs still part of the ice
stream.

Fd = —-CdPiA (V —Vi) |V —Vi|

(3.3)

Here pi is the density of ice, and Vi is the velocity of the ice stream. Ice stream
velocity can easily be assigned by known, measured quantities [7], but measurement
of flow velocity and direction in the fjord is a not readily available. Thus, a range of
values for Ku are explored in the range \Vi <Vyj < 3%.
The model does not account for either tidal or seasonal signals which no doubt
play a roll in determining flow rate in the fjord. Instead, ice bergs are assigned a net
flow in a direction pointing out of the fjord. If the conditions necessary for jamming
can be established without either of these effects it can be assumed th at the addition
of these signals will only work to provide more favorable conditions. A tidal signal
will once a day provide a net flow into the fjord effectively compressing ice bergs into
the m outh of the ice stream thereby increasing the density of the system creating the
possibility for resistance to flow when the tide reverses. A seasonal signal would vary
the rate of calving throughout a year and also vary flow rates in the fjord with the
introduction of sea ice in the winter months. Sporadic mass flux, as would occur with
a seasonal signal, has been observed to increase the probability of jamming [5].

M ass R em oval
To be consistent with the natural system and keep the number of icebergs in a
simulation manageable, bergs are allowed to exit the fjord at which point they are
removed from the system.
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B ou n d ary C on d ition s
It is clear th a t one boundary delivers mass to the system and another allows for
mass to exit the system. The remaining boundaries are designed to confine ice bergs
within the fjord. These boundaries are made up of line segments which the icebergs
can collide with as described in Appendix A. Icebergs feel a fjord wall as another
iceberg with infinite mass. These boundaries are defined at run time and remain
static throughout the duration of the program.
Iceb erg Size D istrib u tion
Little is known about the fracture dynamics th at dominate iceberg calving and as
such, there exists no clear statem ent of iceberg size distribution. However, obser
vation of this issue reveals th at icebergs calve at a characteristic size approximately
equivalent to one ice thickness [11]. T hat is, the forces and processes th at lead to
calving generally succeed when the ice tongue extends into the water a distance equal
to the thickness of the ice. This process is obviously subject to randomness, but the
distribution is unknown. For simplicity’s sake and lack of a better solution, a gaussian
distribution is chosen to represent the distribution of iceberg sizes. Satellite photos of
Jakobshavn were used to estimate the mean and variance. The resulting distribution
of sizes has a mean of roughly ^ of the width of the ice stream and varies from T
ice stream widths to ^ ice stream widths. In any given model run the number of
icebergs present can vary from around 1200 in low density systems up to 3000 in
densely packed systems.
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P h y s ic a l P a r a m e te r s o f Ice
The exact values for the physical param eters of Icebergs are unknown, however
granular material models have been used successfully to model both river and sea ice.
As such the ice in this model is assigned values consistent with sea ice from another
model [6 ].
P a r a m e te r
Normal spring stiffness
Shear spring stiffness
Coefficient of restitution
Surface friction
Density of water
Density of ice
Velocity of ice stream
Velocity of icebergs in fjord
Table 3.1

R e p re s e n ta tio n
ks
7
A
pw
Pi

|V,|
|V„|

V alue
167.0 k N m~^ [6 ]
100.2 k N
[6 ]
0.25 [6 )
0.35 [6 ]
1 0 1 0 kg m~^
910 kg m~^
34.5 m day~^ [7]
IVi < K, < 3%

Physical constants and parameters used in model.

E x p erim en ts
To investigate the possibility of iceberg jamming in a glacial fjord the granular ma
terial model is run over a variety of configurations. Variations on confining geometry
and iceberg flow rate are explored to discover conditions which give rise to jamming.
Each model run is assigned a geometry and fjord flow rate. The simulation starts
with an empty fjord and runs for 50 years collecting data once per day.

G e o m e trie s
Geometries can contribute to iceberg density via bottlenecks. Any time the width
between fjord walls becomes more narrow than the mouth of the ice stream the
density of icebergs near the bottleneck increases. Given a high enough flow rate this
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increased density propagates back to the m outh of the ice stream providing back
stress and effectively slows the calving rate. Two types of bottlenecks are explored,
both with bottleneck magnitude similar to th at of Jakobshavn’s fjord. The first is a
simple hopper like geometry which uniformly narrows to some width smaller than the
ice stream m outh as seen in Figure 3.5. The second is a bend (Figure 3.6), a feature
present in the geometry of Jakobshavn and common to river systems th at jam.

Iceberg Flow

Ice Stream

6500m

Figure 3.5

Layout of hopper geometry for model experiments

Iceberg Flow

Ice Stream

6500m

Ph

Figure 3.6

Layout of bend geometry for model experiments
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Q u a n titie s o f I n te r e s t
To explore the dynamics at the calving front a region of the model is defined as a
transition zone (as shown in Figure 3.4) wherein statistics are collected. Quantities
measured throughout the run can be found in Table 3.
S ta tis tic
Normal force per particle in transition zone
Average x velocity in transition zone
Total normal force on all boundaries
Number of icebergs calved since last update
Table 3.2

S ym bol
Ft
\/rp
Fb
Nc

U n its
Model scale kg m day~^
Model scale m day~^
Model scale kg m day~^
icebergs

Experimental quantities of interest
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CHAPTER 4

R E SU L T S

R e su lts
Three techniques are used to analyze simulation runs. A time series of the statistics
can reveal overall trends within the system and clearly reveal jamming patterns espe
cially in the statistic F t . Clear, sustained spikes in F t as can be seen in Figure 4.10
indicate jamming behavior. Log-log plots of power versus frequency indicate correla
tion, or lack thereof in the time series. Last, probability density plots are generated
to display the approximate probability of a statistic being in any given state. Long
tails and skewness can reveal non-vanished probabilities of large scale events.
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B e n d G e o m e try

Years

Figure 4.1

Time series of a simulation using the bend geometry where
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Time series of a simulation using the bend geometry where
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Time series of a simulation using the bend geometry where
Vu, = 1.25 Vf
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Time series of a simulation using the bend geometry where
V^ = Vi
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Time series of a simulation using the bend geometry where
Fu, = 0.75%
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Time series of a simulation using the hopper geometry where
Vyj ~ 1.5 Vi
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Time series of a simulation using the hopper geometry where
Fw = 1.25%
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Time series of a simulation using the hopper geometry where
V^ = Vi
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D isc u ssio n
To explore the possibility of jamming in Jakobshavns Isbræ the bend geometry is
used with a velocity in the fjord roughly equal to three times th at of the ice stream
(Vw — 3%), which is thought to be an accurate description of the flow rates. The
resulting time series (Figure 4.1) reveals a random process. There are no order of
magnitude fluctuations in F t nor are there sustained peaks. This indicates that no
jamming behavior has been observed and th at the resulting time series is uncorrelated
white noise. Power spectra analysis (Figure 4.2) of the time series indeed reveals that
this is the case; most of the statistics exhibit characteristics of 1 / / ^ or white noise.
Jamming does not occur due to the high flow rate in the fjord which effectively
overcomes the bottleneck in geometry and keeps the density of icebergs low. Figure
4.3 depicts the probability of the simulation existing in any given state throughout
the course of the run. These distributions are roughly normal in shape lacking any
long tails or skewness.
Lowering the velocity in the fjord to 1.5Vi produces a time series similar to that
of the previous case as can be seen by Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Lowering the flow
rate in the fjord further to 1.25% minor jamming events appear (Figure 4.7) and the
probability density of F t (Figure 4.9) begins to show a long right tail characteristic
of a system able to exhibit large scale events. However the power spectra (Figure 4.8)
does not reveal a strong correlation in the frequency of events.
A more interesting case exists when the flow of ice in the fjord is of equivalent
velocity to th a t in the ice stream. While this is not thought to accurately describe
flow in the case of Jakobshavn it is possible th at these conditions could arise in some
form due to either speed up in the ice stream or seasonal slowing of flow in the fjord.
The tim e series of this simulation (Figure 4.10) shows a multitude of jamming events
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over the course of the 45 years its spans. These jams, visible as order of magnitude
spikes, are consistent with jamming behavior seen in other studies [1 ].
It was thought th a t these events would work to lower the velocity in the transitions
zone however, the time series reveals th at this is not the case. This is possibly due
to the mass dispersal system or an effect of the global drag force imposed on all the
icebergs.
Power spectra analysis as seen in Figure 4.11 reveals th at some of the statistics
lie in the neighborhood of a 1 / / or 1 //^ power law. Linear behavior in these neigh
borhoods spanning several orders of magnitude is indicative of a system exhibiting
characteristics of self-organized criticality [1 0 ]. In this state one can expect arbitrarily
large fluctuations in magnitude of events. For a system of icebergs, this indicates that
given the conditions for jamming are met, i.e.,a high enough density of icebergs is
reached, one could expect an arbitrarily large jamming event given enough time. The
probability density of Ft in Figure 4.12 supports this via its long right tail indicating
a very low (but not zero) probability of seeing large magnitude events.
If the velocity in the fjord is lowered even further, the frequency and duration of
jam m ing events is increased. In the case where

= 0.75V^ a highly packed state is

achieved and maintained encouraging jamming events and allowing them to persist
for longer.
W hen subjected to similar flow rates, the hopper geometry exhibits less jamming
behavior than the bend geometry. Where as jamming first becomes apparent in the
bend geometry with a flow rate of
hopper until

= 1.25Vi, the behavior is not visible in the

= Vi (Figure 4.22). This could be an artifact of the intensity of the

global drag force (Equation 3.2) which tends to prevent jamming configurations in
the hopper geometry.
There is a clear trend that lowering the velocity in the fjord in comparison to the
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velocity of the ice stream results in less calving (Nc). While the time series of this
statistic is difficult to interpret due to its discrete nature, the probability densities
show th a t as the velocity in the fjord is decreased, the probability of calving a small
number of icebergs increases. This indicates th at the ice stream feels the effects of
high density configurations resisting flow.
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CHAPTER 5

C O N C L U S IO N S A N D F U T U R E
D IR E C T IO N S

C o n clu sio n s
It is clear th at the density of a system of granular material governs the occurrence
of jamming events. In systems of flowing granular media such as the one presented
in this thesis, there are multiple factors th at influence density. Differences in mass
delivery rate and flow rate play a key role in determining granular density. If flow
rate ( 1 4 ;) is lower than the rate of iceberg delivery (%) high density configurations
result and jamming behavior is observed. However if the flow rate is higher than
the mass delivery rate the density of the system will be consistently low exhibiting
little iceberg interaction. The presence of bottlenecks can also impact iceberg density
and can enable jamming events in systems where the flow rate is higher than the
the rate of mass delivery. If some point in the fjord is narrower than th at of the
ice stream m outh the icebergs will be forced into a more dense configuration. When
dense configurations maintain contact with boundary walls, energy loss occurs and a
backlog of media can form, further increasing density.
Once a critical density is reached jamming becomes a stochastic process exhibiting
characteristics of self-organized criticality. This trait gives the system a small (but
significantly larger than zero) probability of experiencing a massive but short lived
jam m ing event. A dense network of icebergs in a jammed state will resemble the
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fractured ice shelf present in Jakobshavn pre-2003 breakup.

T hat the removal of

Jakobshavn’s fractured ice shelf led to an increase in velocity seems to indicate the
possibility of slowing the ice stream with a jam of icebergs. While the combination
of bottleneck and supposed flow rate of icebergs in the Jakobshavn fjord do not
provide conditions th a t would create high density iceberg configurations it is possible
th a t seasonal flow changes and tidal signals could promote higher densities enabling
jamming events.
This study indicates th at given a bend geometry consistent in proportion to exist
ing geographic features (i.e.,Jakobshavn Isbræ) and flow rates in the fjord less than
1.25 times the velocity of the ice stream, jams of arbitrarily large magnitude can be
expected. It is possible th at one of these events be of a magnitude capable of altering
the course of events in glacial systems like Jakobshavn. Iceberg jams could form a
make-shift ice shelf retarding the flow of the ice stream. Another possibility is that
the iceberg jam simply limit the rate of calving allowing an ice tongue to extend
further into the water leading to the formation of an iceshelf.

F u tu re D ire ctio n s
When modeling a natural process it is rare th at you can incorporate every possible
process. Instead the most im portant processes are included and minor effects are
either ignored or bundled into one net effect. Sometimes a process is neglected simply
because not enough is known about it. This has been the case when modeling the
flow of icebergs off of an ice stream. Little is known about the process of calving
and equally little is known about the forces th at dominate iceberg flow after they
have calved into the water. To include more specifics of these effects would make the
model more dynamic and more accurate. One process th at is well understood is th at
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of the tides. A tidal signal would surely alter the flow of icebergs in the fjord on a
daily basis. While the timing of these events is well known, it is a difficult thing to
determine the magnitude of ffow due to changing tide and as such it was left out of
the model.
Another element left out of the model due to difficulty is th at of irregular polygon
particle shapes. It is clear th at icebergs do not break ofl^ in circular shapes, rather
they tend to calve into slightly rectangular shapes. These irregular shapes would alter
the dynamics of the system, and could possibly allow for higher particle densities than
possible with circles. The complication is in determining collision and then further in
the correct resolution of forces. The check for polygon overlap would most definitely
slow the program down.
Given further time with the project, the extension of the granular material model
to a third dimension would bring about new dynamics. Icebergs could then be rep
resented by cylinders (or by 3D polyhedra) and would be suspended in the plane of
water by buoyant forces. This would allow for large icebergs to become pinned by
the ground in the shallow regions of the fjord. This would indeed change the flow
dynamics in the fjord.
Another possibility of exploration is the implementation of a cellular autom ata
based granular material model. This would be an excellent asset due to the speed
involved with simple grid based rule sets. A CA model would allow for the rapid
exploration of many scenarios which would assist in statistical analysis of jamming
events. However, it seems CA granular material models are based off an assumption
of instantaneous collisions which seems to defy the conditions necessary for jamming.
The development and sustainment of force chains spanning the geometry is important
to the development of jams.
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A P P E N D IX A

A D D IT IO N A L IN F O R M A T IO N

V erlet In teg ra tio n M e th o d
The Verlet algorithm is used to compute particle position and velocity at each time
step as is common in many molecular dynamics simulations. This method provides
greater stability than a standard Euler approach.

The Verlet algorithm updates

position based on both current velocity and acceleration according to the following
rule:

Xt+A* = Xt + VtAt + O .SatA f

(A.l)

where Xj is the current position, Vt is the current velocity, at is the current accel
eration, and A t is the timestep. Velocity similarly is updated based on half a time
step at the current acceleration given by the following relationship:

=

V t -h a t —

(A .2)

A new acceleration is determined according the specifics of the system and then
the velocity is updated another half time step in the same manner as Equation A.2.
The repetition of this cycle effectively discretizes a continuous differential equation.
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L in e S eg m e n t-P a r tic le In tera ctio n S ch em e
The process to detect particle interaction with boundaries is slightly more complex
th an determining particle-particle interaction. To determine if a particle is overlap
ping a line segment first the point on the line closest to the center of the particle
must be determined. This point is determined using a dot product vector projection
as detailed by Figure A.I.

Figure A .l

Vector relationship to determine particle-boundary interaction

Let B be a vector determined by two consecutive boundary points. P is a vector
from the first boundary point to the center of the particle in question. The parameter
t is simply the projection of P onto B. The value of t then indicates the distance
along vector B one must travel to arrive at the closest point to the particle. A value
of t <

0

indicates th at the first boundary point is the closest point, while similarly

t > |B | indicates the second boundary point is closest location. Once the closest
location is determined it becomes a trivial m atter to determine overlap.
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From this point, particle-boundary collision is treated in the same way particleparticle interaction is handled. The only exception being th a t boundary segments
are considered infinite in mass.

M a ss D e liv e r y T ech n iqu e
Mass delivery was one of the most complicated processes to model. Several tech
niques were implemented before settling on the current process. To create a densely
packed system ice bergs are placed at random uphill in the ice stream, then forced
through an artificial hopper to increase granular density. To keep the ice flowing
through the hopper the coefficient of friction (ju) was set to

0

until the icebergs en

tered the fjord. This provided a simple and computationally inexpensive way to model
the iceberg calving process. Having icebergs present in the ice stream also allows for
the propagation of back stresses up into the ice stream and also allows for those back
stresses to be measured.
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A P P E N D IX B

SO URCE CODE

The three Fortran modules vital to the discrete element algorithm are provided.
To make a working program one must initialize an array of particles as well as a
variable of type constant. Then one could use the the fjordSim function as the time
stepping algorithm or one could write a new one using the example. The source below
is released under the GNU General Public License.

p a rticles.f9 0
peurticles .f90
Copyright (C) 2006 Jared D. Rapp

This program is
modify it under
as published by
of the License,

free software; you can redistribute it and/or
the terms of the GNU General Public License
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2
or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
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WWW:

http ://w ww.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html

Jared D. Rapp
School of Computer Science
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59801
e-mail: haikusQgmail.com
Last updated:

15 May 2006

MODULE particles
TYPE particle
INTEGER
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL

: : active = 0
: : calved = 0
X , y, vx,vy, ax, ay
theta, w, wdot
r, m

REAL, DIMENSION(
REAL, DIMENSION(
REAL, DIMENSION(
REAL, DIMENSION(
REAL, DIMENSION(
END TYPE particle
END MODULE particles

),
),
),
),
),

ALLOCATABLE
ALLOCATABLE
ALLOCATABLE
ALLOCATABLE
ALLOCATABLE

Fn, Fs, Overlap
ForceLine, deltaS
Neighbors, BorderFs
BorderFn, BorderdeltaS
BorderOverlap

co n sta n ts.f9 0
constants.f90
Copyright (C) 2006 Jared D. Rapp

This program is
modify it under
as published by
of the License,

free software; you can redistribute it and/or
the terms of the GNU General Public License
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2
or (at your option) any later version.
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This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
WWW:

http ;//ww w .gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html

Jared D. Rapp
School of Computer Science
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59801
e-mail: haikus@gmail.com
Last updated:

15 May 2006

MODULE constants
TYPE constant
INTEGER :: Lx, Ly, calls, steps, method, MaxParticles
INTEGER :: MaxNeighbors, NumRadii, RecomputeNeighbors
REAL ; : dt, time
REAL :: k n , gamma, k s , mu, s
Character(LEN=100) :: particleData, borderData
INTEGER :: NumBorderPts, numCalved
REAL, DIMENSIGN(:), ALLOCATABLE :: BorderPtsX, BorderPtsY
REAL ; : nextRadius, Pi
REAL : : Rolce, RoWater, Vw, Vi, Cdrag
END TYPE constant
END MODULE constants

n u m erics.f9 0
!
I

numerics.f90
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Copyright (C) 2006 Jared D. Rapp

This program is
modify it under
as published by
of the License,

free software; you can redistribute it and/or
the terms of the GNU General Public License
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2
or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
WWW :

http ://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html

Jared D. Rapp
School of Computer Science
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59801
e-mail: haikus@gmail.com
Last updated:

Module numerics
USE constants
USE particles
IMPLICIT NONE
CONTAINS
!SUB Force

15 May 2006
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!Computes the force due to an interaction based on
!Current Overlap, rotational integration, and the ndot, sdot vectors
!Returns a normal and shear force in Fn and Fs
SUBROUTINE force(Fn, Fs, gamma, mu, kn, ks, Overlap, &
deltas, ndot, sdot. Const)
REAL, Intent(inout) :: Fn, Fs, deltaS
REAL, Intent(in) :: ndot, gamma, mu, kn, ks, sdot, overlap
Type(constant), Intent(in) :: Const
Fn = kn * Overlap - gamma*ndot
!update deltaS
deltas = deltas - sdot*Const%dt
!check if static friction is exceeded
if(mu*ABS(Fn) .It. ABS(ks*deltaS)) then
deltas = sign(mu * REAL(ABS(Fn)) / ks, deltaS)
endif
Fs = ks * deltas
END SUBROUTINE force
!Creates a list of neighboring particles to reduce the number
!of pEirticles collision checks, called once every X time steps
SUBROUTINE getNeighbors(NumP, Plist, Const)
Integer, intent(in) : : NumP
type(particle), Dimension(NumP), Intent(inout) : : Plist
type(constant), Intent(in) :: Const
REAL :: dl, d2, D
INTEGER :: i,j,n
do i=l,NumP
n=l
!initialize to all -Is
Plist (i)'/.Neighbors=-l
do j=i+l,NumP
dl = Plist(j)%x -Plist(i)%x
d2 = Plist(j)%y -Plist(i)%y
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if (dl .gt. (0.5 ♦ Const y,Lx)) then
dl = dl - Const%Lx
elseif (dl .It. (-0.5 * Const%Lx)) then
dl = dl + Const%Lx
endif
D=sqrt(dl**2 + 6 2 * * 2 )
if(D .It. Consty.NumRadii + 1.5) then
Plist (i)y,Neighbors(n) = j
n = n+1
endif
enddo !Inner loop on i+1 to NumP particles
! List ends with -1 for book keeping.
Plist (i)y.Neighbors(n) = -1
enddo ! Outer loop on all peirticles
END SUBROUTINE getNeighbors

!Routine to check if a particle is interacting with a line segment
•representing a system boundciry.
!if a collision is detected, the force is determined
SUBROUTINE borderlnteraction(NumP, Plist, Const)
INTEGER, Intent(in) : : NumP
type(particle), Dimension(NumP), Intent(inout)
type(constant), intent(in) :: Const
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

:: Plist

:: i, b, nearY
D, dx, dy, t, nearX
vlxi, vlyi, vlx, vly
vllen, v2x, v2y, v21en
theta, stheta, ctheta
el,e2,tl,t2,dt,dt2
ndot, sdot, dvl, dv2

!for each border segment
do b=l,Const%NumBorderPts-l
!check every particle
do i=l,NumP
dx = Consty,BorderPtsX(b+l) - Const%BorderPtsX (b)
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dy = Const7,BorderPtsY(b+l) - Const%BorderPtsY(b)
!t is a scalar, which when multiplied by a unit vector in
!the direction of first border point to second in the
!current line segment, gives the position that the
!current particle would intersect the line,
t = ((Plist(i)*/,x - Const%BorderPtsX(b))*dx + &
(Plist(i)7,y-Const7oBorderPtsY(b))*dy) / (dx**2 + dy**2)

if( t .ge. 0 .AND. t .le. 1) then
!use t to find the closest point on the
!line segment to the particle
nearX = t*dx + Const%BorderPtsX(b)
nearY = t*dy + Const%BorderPtsY(b)
endif
if(t .It. 0.0) then
nearX = Const%BorderPtsX(b)
nearY = Const%BorderPtsY(b)
endif
if(t .gt. 1.0) then
nearX = Const%BorderPtsX(b+l)
necLrY = Const%BorderPtsY (b+1)
endif
dx = nearX - PList(i)%x
dy = nearY - Plist(i)%y
!distance from center of particle to closest
!point on the line segment
D = sqrt(dx**2 + dy*+2)
if(D .le. Plist(i)7.r) then
Plist(i)7oBorderOverlap(b) = D - Plist(i)%r
lunit vector in the normal direction
el - dx/D
e2 = dy/D
lunit vector in the shear direction
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tl = e2
t2 = -el
•Line segment never moves so relative velocity
!is equal to particle velocity
dvl = Plist (i)*/,vx
dv2 = Plist (i)*/oVy
ndot = dvl*el + dv2*e2
sdot = dvl*tl + dv2*t2 - Plist(i)%w*Plist(i)%r
Plist(i)%BorderFn=0.
Plist(i)%BorderFs=0.
if(Plist(i)%calved .eq. 1) then
call force(Plist (i)*/,BorderFn(b) , Plist (i)7»BorderFs(b) ,
Const7,gamma, Const*/,mu, Const*/,kn, Const*/,ks, &
Plist (i)y*BorderOverlap(b) , Plist (i)*/.BorderDeltaS(b) , &
ndot, sdot. Const)
else
call force(Plist(i)%BorderFn(b), Plist(i)%BorderFs(b),
0., 0., Const%kn, Const%ks, Plist(i)7.BorderOverlap(b) ,
Plist(i)7oBorderDeltaS(b) , ndot, sdot. Const)
endif
!resolve forces in the x and y accelerations
PList(i)%ax = PList(i)%ax + PList(i)‘
/.BorderFn(b)/
Plist(i)‘
/,m*el + PList(i)%BorderFs(b) / Plist(i)%m
PList(i)*/.ay = Plist(i)*/,ay + Plist(i)‘
/.BorderFn(b)/
Plist(i)‘
/.m*e2 + Plist (i)%BorderFs(b) / Plist(i)‘
/.m

&
* tl
&
* t2

!resolve force in angulsir acceleration
Plist(i)‘
/.wdot = Plist(i)‘
/.wdot - (2 * Plist(i)‘
/.BorderFs(b) &
/ (Plist(i)%m *Plist(i)%r))
else
Plist (i)‘
/.BorderFn (b) = 0.0
Plist (i)*/,BorderOverlap(b) = 0.0
Plist (i)*/.BorderFs(b) = 0.0
Plist (i)*/.BorderDeltaS(b) = 0 . 0
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endif !if there is overlap
enddo !loop over particles
enddo !loop over border segments
END SUBROUTINE borderlnteraction

!Routine to run experiments to determine phase space leading to jams
!Add abunch of particles. Turn on a gravity like force
!to see how the system behaves
SUBROUTINE fjordSim(NumP, PList, Const, Num_Steps)
INTEGER, INTENT(inout) :: NumP
Type(constant), INTENT(inout) : : Const
Type(particle), DIMENSION(Const%MeucParticles), INTENT(inout)
INTEGER, INTENT(in) :: num_steps
REAL
dt
dl, d2, D, dvl, dv2, el, e2, tl, t2, dt2
REAL
ndot, sdot, Fnlntegral, FsIntegral
REAL
INTEGER :: steps, i , j , n !counters
Const%Vi = -35.4 !m/day
Const7,Vw = 1 .0*Const%Vi !m/day
Const%RoIce = 910.0
Const */*RoWater = 1010.0
Const%Cdrag = 0.4
dt = Const%dt
dt2 = dt/2
call getNeighbors(NumP, Plist, Const)
Const%numCalved = 0
do steps=l,Num_Steps
!Sinusoidal Water velocity
!Vw = sin(Const%Time/50.0)*0.04

:: PList
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!update time
Const %Time = Const ®/,Time + dt ;
if(mod(steps, Const%RecomputeNeighbors)
call getNeighbors(NumP, Plist, Const)
endif

.eq. 0) then

!Verlet Integration step
do i=l,NumP
PList(i)%x = PList(i)%x + PList(i)%vx*dt + 0.5*(Plist(i)%ax)*dt*dt
PList (i)%y = PList(i)%y + PList (i)%vy*dt + 0. 5*Plist (i)*/,ay*dt*dt
PList(i)%theta = PList(i)%theta + PList(i)%w*dt + &
0.5+PList(i)%wdot*dt*dt
PList (i)%vx = PList (i)%vx + PList (i)*/*ax*dt2
PList(i)%vy = PList(i)%vy + PList(i)%ay*dt2
PList(i)%w = PList(i)%w + PList(i)%wdot*dt2
!zero accelerations
PList(i)%ax = 0.0
PLiSt(i)%ay = 0.0
PList(i)%wdot = 0 . 0
enddo
do i=l,NumP-l
n=l
do while (.NOT. Plist (i)*/,Neighbors(n) .It. 1)
j = Plist(i)%Neighbors(n)
n=n+l
if(j .eq. 0 .OR. i .eq. 0) write(6,*) j , i
dl =PList(j)%x - PList(i)%x !ice berg
d2 =PList(j)%y - PList(i)%y
D = sqrt(dl*dl + d2*d2)
if (D .It. PList(i)%r + PList(j)*/.r) then
Plist(i)*/oOverlap(j) = D - (PList(i)%r + PList(j)%r)
el =dl/D
e2 =d2/D
tl =e2
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t2 = -el
dvl = PList(i)%vx - PList(j)7,vx
dv2 = PList(i)*/,vy - PList(j)®/,vy
!Projection of velocity onto normal and shear
ndot=dvl*el+dv2*e2
sdot=dvl*tl + dv2*t2 - PList(i)%w*PList(i)%r - &
PList(j)%w+PList(j)%r

call force (PList (i)*/,Fn(j) , PList (i)‘
/.Fs(j) , Const'/.gamma,
Const%mn, Const%kn, Const%ks, PList(i)*/,Overlap(j) , &
PList(i)*/,deltaS(j) , ndot, sdot. Const)

!store forceline strength
PList (i)%ForceLine(j) = PList (i)*/,Fn(j)
!calculate new accelerations for i and j
PList(i)%ax = PList(i)’
/,ax + PList(i)%Fn(j)/PList(i)%m*el &
+ PList(i)*/,Fs(j) / PList(i)%m * tl
PList(i)%ay = Plist(i)*/,ay + Plist(i)%Fn(j)/PList(i)%m*e2 &
+ Plist(i)*/»Fs(j) / Plist(i)%m * t2
PList(j)%ax = PList(j)*/.ax - (PList(i)*/,Fn(j)/PList(j)%m*el &
+ PList(i)*/,Fs(j) / PList(j)%m * tl)
PList(j)%ay = Plist (j)*/,ay - (Plist (i)%Fn(j)/PList(j)%m*e2 &
+ Plist(i)%Fs(j) / Plist(j)%m * t2)
!calculate new angular accel for i and j
Plist(i)%wdot = Plist(i)%wdot - (2 ♦ Plist(i)%Fs(j) / &
(Plist(i)%m*Plist(i)%r))
Plist(j)%wdot = Plist(j)%wdot - (2 * Plist(i)%Fs(j) / &
(Plist(j)%m*Plist(j)%r))
else !we need to zero the forces and force integrals
Plist(i)%Fn(j) = 0.
Plist (i)*/,Overlap(j) = 0.
Plist(i)%Fs(j) = 0.
Plist(i)%deltaS(j) = 0.
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endif
enddo !loop over neighbors list
enddo lend loop over particles
Icheck particle<->Boundary interaction
call borderlnteraction(NumP, Plist, Const)
do i=l,NumP
Iif in the fjord
if(Plist(i)%x .It. 23625.0) then
if (Plist (i)7,calved .eq. 0) then
Plist (i)y.calved = 1
Const7,numCalved = Const%numCalved + 1
endif
Iwater drag force
Plist(i)%ax = Plist(i)%ax - sign((0.5*Const%Cdrag* &
Const%RoWater * (4.*Const%Pi*Plist(i)%r**2)* &
(Plist(i)%vx-Const%Vw)**2)/Plist(i)%m, &
Plist(i)%vx-Const%Vw)
Plist(i)7.ay = Plist(i)%ay - sign((0.5*Const%Cdrag* &
Const%RoWater * (4.*Const%Pi*Plist(i)%r**2)* &
(Plist(i)%vy-0.0)**2)/Plist(i)%m, &
Plist(i)%vy-0.0)
Plist(i)%wdot = Plist(i)%wdot - sign((0.5*Const%Cdrag* &
Const%RoWater * (4. * Const%Pi*Plist(i)%r*+2)* &
(Plist(i)%w-Q.0)**2)/Plist(i)%m, &
Plist (i)7oW-0.0)
endif
!if in the ice stream, obey ice stream drag
if(Plist(i)%x .g t . 23625.0) then
Plist(i)%ax = Plist(i)%ax - sign((0.5*Const%Cdrag* &
Const7oRoWater*(4.*Const%Pi*Plist(i)%r**2)* &
(Plist(i)%vx-Const%Vi)**2)/Plist(i)%m, &
Plist(i)%vx-Const%Vi)
Plist(i)%ay = Plist(i)%ay - sign((0.5*Const%Cdrag* &
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Const7.RoWater*4.*Const%Pi*Plist
(Plist(i)7,vy-0.0)**2)/Plist(i)7,m, &
Plist (1)7.vy-0.0)
endif

*

PList(i)7oVx = PList(i)7«vx + PList (i)%ax*dt2
PList(i)7.vy = PList (i)%vy + PList (i)%ay*dt2
PList(i)7oW = PList(i)7.w + PList (i)%wdot*dt2
!let particles exit the system
if (Plist (i) 7.x .le. 0.0) then
Plist (i)7.active = 0
endif
enddo
!try to introduce some particles to the system
do i=l,4
call addParticle(NumP, Plist, Const)
enddo
enddo
END SUBROUTINE Jakobshavn

!Function to return a random normal value
! mean=std=l
FUNCTION random_normal0 RESULT(fn_val)
! Pinched from http://www.netlib.org/random/rcindom.f90
Adapted from the following Fortran 77 code
ALGORITHM 712, COLLECTED ALGORITHMS FROM ACM.
THIS WORK PUBLISHED IN TRANSACTIONS ON MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE,
The function random_normal() returns a normally
distributed pseudo-random
number with zero mean and unit variance.
! The algorithm uses the ratio of uniforms method of
! A.J. Kinderman
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! and J.F. Monahan augmented with quadratic bounding curves.
REAL :: fn_val
!
REAL

Local variables
:: s = 0.449871, t = -0.386595. a = 0.19600, b = 0.25472,
rl = 0.27597, r2 = 0.27846, u, v, x, y, q

! Generate P = (u,v) uniform in rectangle
! enclosing acceptance region
DO
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(u)
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(v)
V = 1.7156 * (v - 0.5)
!

Evaluate the quadratic form
X = u - s
y = ABS(v) - t
q = x**2 + y*(a*y - b*x)

!

Accept P if inside inner ellipse
IF (q < rl) EXIT
!
Reject P if outside outer ellipse
IF (q > r2) CYCLE
!
Reject P if outside acceptance region
IF (v**2 < -4.0*L0G(u)*n**2) EXIT
END DO
! Return ratio of P ’s coordinates as the normal deviate
fn_val = v/u
RETURN
END FUNCTION random_normal

!Routine Attempts to add a particle to the system
!If it finds a position that would result in an
!overlap it doesn’t place a particle
!Kind of a lame routine, I change the constants in here to
!set the area in which they’re added, radius, velocities etc..
SUBROUTINE addParticle(NumP, Plist, Const)
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type(constant), INTENT(inout) :: Const
INTEGER, INTENT(inont) :: NumP
"typ® (particle) , Dimension(Const*/,MaxParticles) , Intent (inout)
INTEGER :: i ,j , newlndex. Safe
REAL :: tempx, tempy, tempvx, tempvy, tempr, tempm
REAL
dl, d2, D
if(Const%nextRadius .eq. 0.0) then
do while(Const%nextRadius < 90.0)
Const'/nextRadius = random_normal() * 90.0 + 180
enddo
endif
call
call
call
call

RANDOM_NUMBER(tempx)
RANDQM_NUMBER(tempy)
RANDOM_NUMBER(tempvx)
RANDGM_NUMBER(tempvy)

tempx = 34875.0 + tempx+225.0
tempy = -3375.0 + tempy*18000.0
tempvx = 0.0
tempvy = 0.0
!assume no overlaps
Safe = 1
!assume no inactives
newlndex = NumP + 1
do i=l,NumP
if (Plist (i)7,active .eq. 1) then
dl = PList(i)%x - tempx !add particle
d2 = PList(i)%y - tempy
D = sqrt(dl*dl + d2*d2)
if (D .le. PList(i)%r + Const%nextRadius) Safe = 0
else
!lets use this index for our new particle
newlndex = 1
endif
enddo
!if safe add the particle

:: Plist
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if(Safe .eq. 1 .AND. newlndex .It. Const%MaxP art ides) then
if(newlndex .eq. NumP +1) NumP = NumP + 1
Plist(newlndex active = 1
Plist(newlndex calved = 0
Plist(newlndex X = tempx
Plist(newlndex y = tempy
Plist(newlndex r = Const%nextRadius
Plist(newlndex m = Const%Pi * Const%RoIce * Const%nextRadius
Plist(newlndex vx = Const%Vi
Plist(newlndex vy = 0 . 0
Plist(newlndex clX = 0 . 0
Plist(newlndex .ay = 0 . 0
Plist(newlndex theta - 0 . 0
Plist(newlndex w = 0.0
Plist(newlndex wdot = 0 . 0
Plist(newlndex ,Fn = 0.0
Plist(newlndex BorderFn = 0.0
Plist(newlndex Fs - 0.0
Plist(newlndex BorderFs = 0.0
Plist(newlndex ,0verlap=0.0
Plist(newlndex Border0verlap=0.0
Plist(newlndex deltaS=0.0
Plist(newlndex BorderDeltaS=0.0
Const%nextRadius = 0 . 0
endif
ENDSUBROUTINE addParticle
End Module numerics
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